Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition's Share the Road

The Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition is passionate about

program is an initiative to educate cyclists and

bicycling for transportation, health, the environment

motorists, to encourage safe roadway behavior,

and for fun! Through the support of our members

and promote safe travel spaces for all road users.

we provide the power to build, the power to be heard

We are joined by diverse partners who believe

and the power to educate.

that respect and awareness will make the roads
safer for everyone.

Your membership dollars go to support our current
programs, which include:

Thus far, the Share the Road initiative includes
a presentation to enhance motorist and cyclist
understanding of relevant safety issues, this
educational pamphlet, and tracking data
pertaining to incidents involving cyclists on

• Share the Road campaign to make our roads safer
for bicyclists.
• Advocacy to fill in crucial gaps in the bicycle network.
• Bicycle Exchange program to help needy families
obtain bicycles.

San Mateo and Santa Clara County roadways.

• Coordination of the annual Bike to Work Day for

For more information, or if you know a group

• Bicycle safety education programs for children, youth

that needs to learn more about sharing the
roadways, visit wesharetheroad.org.

Cyclist & Motorist
Safe Roadways Guidelines
wesharetheroad.org

Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties.
and adults.
• Bicycle Friendly Workplace Certification to establish
a company’s awareness of its impact on the cycling

This program is made possible due to the

community.

generosity of these partners:

Join us today!
Become a member online at
bikesiliconvalley.org
1922 The Alameda, Ste. 420
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 287-7259
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CYCLIST SAFETY TIPS

Ride single file and to the
right, and “take the lane”
when required. Be aware of
who is on the roadway with
you. When the road is wide
enough, ride single file and as
far right as is practical. When
the road is too narrow for a car
to pass safely in your lane,
“take the lane” to avoid being
clipped by a motorist.

Be visible, predictable and safe.
• Obey traffic laws. Cyclists fare best when
they act like and are treated as drivers of vehicles.
• Use hand signals.
• Ride in a straight line; don’t weave.
• Use lights at night.
• Wear a helmet.
Avoid the door zone.
Exercise care not to ride too
close to parallel parked cars.
To avoid the door zone, ride
3-5’ from parked cars.

When making left turns you may do so in one
of two ways:
1) Signal and move into the

left side of the travel lane
(or left turn lane) as a
vehicle.
2) Ride straight and cross the
intersection, then turn your
bike in the desired direction
and proceed when it’s safe
and legal to do so. Similar
to a pedestrian.

Watch for potential road
hazards. Scan the road 100
feet ahead for hazards, like
drains, potholes, tracks, or
debris. Allow time to
maneuver around these
hazards and negotiate with
traffic.

Wait as you would with any
slow-moving vehicle. Your patience
will only take a few seconds and
can help prevent a serious crash.
2) If you will be making a right

hand turn soon. Always
assume cyclists are traveling
through unless they signal
otherwise.

Be aware when a road is
too narrow. When there is
not enough room to share
the road, cyclists should
“take the lane,” which
means riding in or near the
center of the lane.
Respect pedestrian’s rights.
Cyclists must yield to
pedestrians. Be courteous
by warning others with a ring
of your bell or a friendly
greeting. Allow plenty of space
when passing.

Understand correct lane
positioning.
• Never ride against traffic.
Motorists aren’t looking for
cyclists riding on the wrong
side of the road.
• Don’t go straight in a lane
marked for “right turn only.”
Move into the lane going
straight and allow motorists
to turn right on your
right side.
• Watch for any indications
that a motorist may turn
into your path. When
approaching intersections
try to stay far enough from
the curb to allow cars to
turn right without cutting
in front of you.

Do NOT pass cyclists:
1) If oncoming traffic is near.

Don’t underestimate the
speed of cyclists.
When making a left hand
turn, yield to oncoming
cyclists just as you would
yield to oncoming motorists.

Before opening your car
door, look for cyclists who
may be approaching.

MOTORIST SAFETY TIPS
Slow down. Reduce your speed when passing cyclists,
especially if the roadway is narrow.

Give at least 3-5’ of passing
space. Slow down and wait
for a safe place to pass when
driving behind a cyclist,
especially on a narrow road.
A car passing too closely can
injure or kill a cyclist.

Give cyclists adequate space
to maneuver. Recognize
situations and obstacles, such
as drains, potholes, tracks, and
debris, that can be hazardous
to cyclists.

Don’t blast your horn.
When approaching cyclists, you could startle them
and cause a crash.

